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Creative enthusiasm for

The Ulstein Group one
busy day in June 2006.

Such a book
Two books were published in Norwegian in connection with
The Ulstein Group´s 75th anniversary in 1992 – one big book and
one little book. Now for the 90th anniversary, only a little book
will be published. It could have been a rather extensive work based
on the subject matter, because the events in the company over the
past 15 years have been important enough to warrant a great deal
of publicity.
In ten years time, however, we will be celebrating our 100th anniversary
and, with Ulsteins’s current development, new history will be made
during those years. This must of course be recorded in writing so that it is
made known!
Nevertheless, there will be a book this year as well, unveiling the saga
from 1917 to 2007. It contains a short version of the 75-year saga from
1992 and a short version of the last 15 years from 1992 to 2007.

P r o duced b y:
The Ulstein Group,
NO-6067 Ulsteinvik
Tel: +47 7000 8000
www.ulsteingroup.com
E dito r: Lene Trude Solheim
P h o to s/illustrati o ns:
Ulstein archives, Ulstein employees, Tony Hall,
Rolls-Royce, Dag Thorenfeldt, Staale Wattø, Knut Enstad,
Karl Otto Kristiansen, Sara Johannessen, Per Eide,
Harald M. Valderhaug, Fuglefjellet, Frost Media and
historic photos borrowed from Johan Ottesen.
L ayo ut: Promera AS
P rint: Viketrykk AS
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A 1927 picture of
Ulstein mek. Verksted taken
from the sea side.

Who would
have believed…?

Once upon a time no one would have believed that Polish
workers would some day be building boats down by the
seashore at Naustneset in Ulsteinvik, Norway. No one would
have believed that there would be engineers from Slovakia
sitting side-by-side with Norwegian engineers designing vessels
at Osneset in Ulsteinvik either. Who would have believed that
a major centre for building and designing some of the world’s
most advanced specialised vessels would be established there?
But that is exactly what happened. And so it is today.
We can safely say that things have gone well for shipbuilding,
electrical and control solutions and design in Ulsteinvik.
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The heritage has been preserved and developed
throughout the years.

174 in Ulstein Elektro and 360 in Ulstein Verft. An additional
41 employees worked in companies outside Norway.

Ulstein Verft is a part of the Ulstein Group, or “Ulstein
Mekaniske Verksted Holding ASA” (UMVH). The group also
consists of the companies Ulstein Design, Ulstein Elektro,
Ulstein Es-Cad, Ulstein Poland, Ulstein China, Ulstein Belga
Marine, Ulstein Slovakia, Ulstein International and
Ulstein Shipping.

The employees in the Ulstein Group are very aware of the
fact that they are working in an international industry.
They enjoy the greatest respect all over the world where there
is a need for reliable, future-oriented vessels.

At the end of 2006 there were exactly 609 employees in the
group, seven in the holding company, 27 in Ulstein Design,

It all began, however, very modestly down on the seashore
at Naustneset in Ulsteinvik between the knolls and pale flowers
in late summer 90 years ago. And this is where this story
takes place.

C re a ti v e e n th u s i a s m for 90 years
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The beginning
In the early 1900s there was a structural transition of the
Norwegian fishing fleet from sail and rowing boats to motorised
vessels. During this time there was a surge of new mechanical
workshops to install and maintain the motors.
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for a one-storey workshop of well over 50 square metres and
there was space enough down on the beachfront below for a
couple of boat slips.

In the spring of 1917, 23-year-old Martin Ulstein was determined
to establish a mechanical workshop. He had exhibited skills and
a zeal for this type of work from a very early age. And now he
had some years of training in the nearby town Ålesund.

A loan from Ulstein Sparebank, with Martin’s father,
Ole H. Ulstein, as a guarantor, and a mortgage on the farm at
Ulstein, together with a couple of smaller private loans, secured
the project’s finances. The equipment for the workshop was
purchased used in Ålesund.

He came from a farm on the countryside at Ulstein, some kilometres from the village of Ulsteinvik, but there were no suitable
locations for a workshop there – it was just too exposed to the
elements. So Martin started to look for a more suitable location
on the inner side of Osneset headland, directly west of Ulsteinvik.

Thus the most important items were in place. On 9th
August 1917 Martin Ulstein and his business partner
and brother-in-law, Andreas Flø, advertised in the
publication “Aarvak” that the workshop was ready
to accept mechanical jobs from this date.

He had an uncle who lived at Osneset, Martinus Osnes. Martinus
was willing to sell approximately 800 square metres of his land,
a part called “Naustneset”. It wasn’t much, but it was sufficient

Ulstein mek. Verksted
was in business.

According to the owner of the
1930 photo, Johan Ottesen,
the two vessels shown here,
Fremad and Egil, originated
from Ulsteinvik.
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A 1927 picture of some of Ulstein mek. Verksted’s
employees. Sitting from left: Karl Johan Hauge, Martin Ulstein
and Osvald Ulstein. Standing from left: Paulus Ulstein,
Johan Garshol, John Røren, Ingvard Svoren, Ole Eksund,
one unknown and Lars Kleven.

The early years
The newly established workshop had plenty
of business. And they could have had more
work if only they had a slip there. So they
couldn’t afford to waste any time.
There was no reason for delay. They
started to build slips already during the first
autumn.
However, they had to wait until spring,
when the cod fishing season was over,
before completing their work. That was
namely when they could employ extra
manpower, thanks to the fishing crews who
arrived ashore from the cod fishing boats.
The first slip was put to use in the summer of
1918. Slip number two came the year after.

A worker walking between the fishing
vessels at Ulstein mek. Verksted in 1933.
The expanded workshop is seen in the
background.

The fact that they had to wait until the spring cod fishing season was over to get hold
of manpower was typical for a coastal village such as Ulsteinvik at the time. People who
made their living from the sea were available to take on casual work between the fishing
seasons. Many more years would pass before the situation would change and greater
specialisation would become the norm.
Ulstein mek. Verksted was established with enthusiasm and optimism. And this optimism
certainly did not diminish when the workshop landed a job that was more than just repair
work in the summer of 1919. It was a rebuild job.
The vessel in question was the M/S Havsulen, which was owned by Floor & Br. Voldnes
in the village of Fosnavåg. Perhaps one can say that this job was a breakthrough for
Ulstein mek. Verksted.
Now they had to start expanding the workshop. Even though this would be a busy and
difficult time, Martin Ulstein and his employees took a certain amount of pride and joy
in the fact that they would have to start expanding both the height and length of the
workshop building.
As we shall see later on, this wasn’t the last time that they would have to expand!
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Swarup Basu, Ildefonso Nunes and
Knut Rafteseth viewing drawings at Ulstein
Trading in 1982. The two Indian engineers
came from the Mazagon Dock Ltd shipyard,
which had four vessels from the UT 700
series under construction, to visit Ulstein.

Step by step
We will now continue, step by step, from one important
event to the next.
We call them milestones in the company’s history, significant
events, something that has left a mark on the company and
helped it grow.
These events may be large or small. They are like the stones in
the foundation of an old house. There may be big differences
between the largest and smallest stones, but no one can claim
that only the largest stones count, can they?
• Rebuilding the M/S Havsulen (M-10-HØ) – 1919
• Became an agent for the Rapp motor – 1924
• From around 1930 Martin Ulstein became the
sole owner of Ulstein mek. Verksted
• Rebuilding the M/S Frigg II for Møre Fylkes Ruteselskap
from a passenger vessel to a car ferry – 1938
• Yard no. 1, the M/B Elna – 1944
• Car ferry Torulf, yard no. 11, the first steel vessel built at
Ulstein – 1957. Build numbers 1-10 were rebuilds,
so this was in fact the first actual newbuild
• Cooperation between UMV and Volvo Penta – 1957
Pictured from left to right are Magnulf
Ulstein, inspector Einar Myklebust and
managing director Alf Tveten from DNV,
and Idar Ulstein attending a naming
ceremony at Ulstein in the late 1960s.
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• Towards the end of the 1950s and in the early 1960s
there was a major buildup of the ferry fleet and major
restructuring from sea to land transport
• Construction of a patent slip – 1962

• Conversion of the M/S Romsdal to the
M/S Grand Bahama – 1963
• In the middle of the 1960s the purse seine was introduced
• Oil was discovered on the Norwegian Continental Shelf
in the early 1970s, marking the start of the offshore era
• Ulstein mek. Verksted acquired 51% of the shares in
Hatlø Verkstad in 1971. The two companies were merged
to form Ulstein Hatlø A/S – 1974
• The two first American designed offshore vessels were
delivered from Ulstein Verft early in the 1970s, at the same
time as the company started to develop its own designs
• UT 704, the first anchor handling vessel with an independent
Ulstein design was delivered from a Finnish shipyard in 1974,
and the first one was delivered from Ulstein Verft in 1975
• A vessel for transporting pipes and supplies was also
developed. The first vessel with this design, the UT 705,
was delivered from Ulstein Verft in 1974
• Construction of the coastal vessel Midnatsol – 1982
• Bergens Mekaniske Verksteder becomes part of
the Ulstein Group – 1985:
– BMV Laksevåg – shipyard
– Norwinch – hydraulic deck machinery
– Bergen Diesel – engine works
– Motorfabriken Dan in Denmark – steering gears
– Bergen Jernstøperi

C re a ti v e e n th u s i a s m for 90 years
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Ul st e i n a c q u i r e s othe r c ompanie s

• Ulstein Trading – 1968, renamed Ulstein International – 1988

• Molde Verft – 1964
• Nor Aluminium, Hareid – 1970

• Ulstein Plast 1968, which became the steel division of
Ulstein Verft, Vanylven – 1970

• Smedvik Mekaniske Verksted, Tjørvåg – 1981

• Castor was established in 1973

• Peilo Teknikk, Longva – 1983
• Hjelset Motorfabrikk, Ålesund – 1984
• Skipskonsulent, Bergen – 1985 – sold in 1993

• Ulstein Flextransport – 1985
• Ulstein Turbine, Asker – 1988
U lstein a broa d

• A. M. Liaaen, Ålesund – 1989

• Ulstein (UK) Ltd., Edinburgh, sales and service office – 1975

• Eikefjord Marine, Eikefjord, express ferries – 1988-1989

• Ulstein Singapore Pte. Ltd., sales and service office – 1977

• Frydenbø Mjølner, Bergen, steering gears – 1990
• Tenfjord, Haram, steering gears – 1991

• Ulstein Schiffstechnik, Hamburg, sales and service office
– (subsequently renamed Ulstein Deutschland)

• Hydraulik Brattvaag, Brattvåg – 1992

• Ulstein Maritime Ltd., Vancouver, Canada – 1978

• Ulstein Fama – 1998

• Ulstein Inc., New Orleans, USA, sales office – 1980

• Bird-Johnson – 1998

• Ulstein Deutschland, GmbH, Bremen, continuation of
Liaaen Meerestechnik – 1989

N ew b usi n e ss sta rtup s

• From 1992-1999 a number of sales and service offices
were established abroad

The 1986 Ulstein Holding board from left to right:
Ragnhild Ulstein Loen, Per Sperre, Henry Ulstein, chairman of the board
Johan Weiberg Gulliksen, Idar Ulstein and Kolbein Ole Ulstein.
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• Ulstein Holding, holding company – 1981

• Dimmen Elektro, Ulsteinvik – 1988

• Ulstein Propeller – 1965

C re a t i v e e n thu si asm for 90 yea r s

The contract for building the passenger vessel
Midnatsol was signed in 1981. Front left: Director
William Pettersen from shipowner TFDS and
Ulstein managing director Idar Ulstein. Behind
from left: Ulstein Trading project manager
Sigmund Borgundvåg and TFDS technical
manager Kjell Ravnbø.

The ferry Torulf, yard number 11
delivered in 1957, was the first
steel vessel.

Five vessels – owned by two different Indonesian shipowners – were
named at Ulstein Verft on October 22, 1977. In addition to some of the
international guests, we see three ship godmothers standing in front of
yard number 149, Sibayak.
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“Something to
do with boats…”

Planner Lidvar Lillerovde
studying details on a newbuilding
project. He is currently a Ulstein
project manager.

In 1992, after 75 years of operation, it could be ascertained that over a third of the
group’s 2,800 employees were engaged in the construction and repair of vessels.
The remaining were engaged in the manufacture of maritime equipment.
Such equipment includes propulsion and manoeuvring equipment, rotatable propellers
aft, under and across the vessel, generators, reduction gears, shaft couplings, propeller
nozzles, stern rollers, towing pins, towing hooks, shark jaws, deck hatches, portholes,
equipment to reduce roll in high seas, equipment for handling bulk cargo, steering
gears, steering mechanisms. There is a separate division for equipment for heavy lifts
and heavy transport on barges, mobile cranes and transport systems. In addition,
there are marketing, sales and consulting operations and service stations abroad.

A 1976 picture of Active Prince and Active
Ray, both of UT 704 design, side by side.
To the right is Tender Commander, a UT 705
design. A number of these designs were built
throughout the 1970s and 80s.

It is important to have project work across
disciplines in order to improve processes.
Egil Ulfstein, Stein Frode Haugen, Per Ivar
Meinseth and Gaute Gaudestad participated
at this Ulstein Verft meeting.

So there was quite a bit to keep them busy, both at Ulsteinvik and wherever the group
had branches. Even though there was a great deal of variety, there was nevertheless
a certain common denominator. This common denominator was determined by the
Ulstein Group’s top management and expressed as follows: “Our business shall be
distinguished primarily by the maritime sector – both with respect to our production
philosophy and our marketing”. Put in another and more down-to-earth way, employees
in the Ulstein companies are predominantly working with something that has to do
with boats in one way or the other. In other words, something that has to do with what
started in 1917 on the rocky shorefront at Naustneset.
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People and work
Welder foreman
Bjørn Røren and welder
Aud Reinås are discussing
drawings in this 1999
picture.

Skilled, energetic and loyal employees – these are continuously
recurring characteristics when people in different positions talk
about the conditions in the Ulstein Group. This applies then to
employees at all levels.
Many of them have immersed themselves almost completely in
their jobs. In other words they have turned their workplace into
something more than just a place where they are more or less
forced to spend time to earn money. This is what has commonly
become known as identifying with your workplace.
From the very beginning there was a permanent staff of six to
seven men at the “Martin slip” who had this as their workplace
year round. During times when there was a lot of work at the
slip and there was no seasonal fishing going on, however, there
were several men who were otherwise fishers and farmers who
worked there. This was common until sometime during
the 1950s.

A number of workers on temporary contracts need to have a
place to sleep, which makes life busy for our cleaning personnel.
From left: Wenche Markussen, Vigdis Støylen, Liv Hilde Hansen
and Lillian Røyset.

In rural areas where different industries established themselves,
more and more people left traditional work on farms and fishing
boats and found work in factories and workshops. This gradually
became a very noticeable development in Ulsteinvik. It is often
referred to as specialisation.
Work in the workshops has also become more and more
specialised. In the old days a workshop employee had to master
certain skills from a number of disciplines. To do proper work
when he was sent on board a boat laid up at the yard, he had to
be independent and versatile. He would often need to figure out
how he would have to do a certain job on his own.
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Starting in 2005, employee representatives became observers
in the Ulstein Group board. The first two observers were
Hanne Notøy, representing operators and outdoor workers, and
Torill Muren, representing functionaries. Chairman of the board
Idar Ulstein is also present.

C re a ti v e e n th u s i a s m for 90 years
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Nowadays we primarily have skilled workers in their own
respective fields: Industrial plumbers, carpenters, draughtsmen,
IT people and sales people. The tasks in the docks and halls are
set out in drawings, and the solutions to practical problems are
not entrusted as often now to the imagination and improvisation
abilities of our employees. A significant difference between then
and now is that many more tasks are carried out as teamwork now.
Martin Ulstein’s first employees generally came from the
immediate vicinity of the workshop, and they were in other
words country people from Ulsteinvik. Seeking external
shipbuilding knowledge and inviting experts from afar has,
however, also been a tradition from the very start.
As time passed the distance that the company’s permanent staff
had to travel to get to and from work grew. And it didn’t take
long before the typical Ulstein employee was not necessarily a
native of the Municipality of Ulstein.

An d th ere is a n oth er sid e of th is issue:

Up to now in this book, whenever we have talked about
Ulstein workers they have been men. We must bear in mind
now, however, that this is no longer true. Women entered the
workforce at the workshop and docks in 1974, when twelve
women were hired as welders after the company had trained
them in this work. Even though the majority were still men,
it didn’t take long before women were employed in all
the departments.
After all, it would be very strange if women were not well
represented in the workforce in a company that had been
influenced so greatly by a woman like Inga Ulstein:
When Inga had barely passed 50 she was widowed by
Martin Ulstein. This housewife started to work then as the
company’s manager and board chairman.

A cheerful moment in the pipe/machine
department in 2000. From left: Employee
representative Karsten Djupvik, operator
Kristian Vidnes, human resource manager
Torild Bugge and foreman Bjørn Danielsen.

Workers at Ulstein Propeller taking a break in the hot sun.
The staffers farthest on the left and right are unknown, the three in
the middle are, from left to right, Arne Olav Gundersen, Jon Skinnes
and Johannes Håndlykken.
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Boat construction at Ulstein mek. Verksted
in 1933.
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A 1954 picture of vessels being built
and repaired serves as a reminder of
how important fishing vessels have
been for Ulstein’s development.

“ I t ’s a l l j u s t b o r r o w e d , b o y s ! ”
Inga Ulstein used to say these words every once in a while:
“Don’t forget it’s all just borrowed, boys!”
She would say this to her sons, but she could just as well have
said it to others as well. She would utter these words most often
when the workshop that they were so strongly involved in was
doing well.
It meant that everything we have in our lives is borrowed.
And when she said these words, she meant to convey the
message that they must not forget that it was not just their own
efforts and the efforts of the other workshop employees – from
apprentices to the head foreman – that created results. For her it
was a fact that there was a higher power overseeing everything
and helping out.
These words are from a time long since past, but they are just
as applicable today.

A 1969 naming ceremony for vessel number 51, Norðbúgvin.
The UT303 fishing vessel was put to work by Faroese shipowner
P/F Hjaller. In addition to Magnulf Ulstein and the godmother
of the ship, we see Inga Ulstein and Magnulf’s wife, Aagot Ulstein.

These words are nevertheless a message to us all, a modest
message in words and form, but just as expressive and powerful
nevertheless. It is a sincere appeal to show consideration and
caution and to remember that what we have borrowed is not our
own, and that it must be taken care of with the greatest respect.
Also hidden in these words is an appeal not to lose our sense
of reality or sight of our heritage of moderation, diligence and
appreciation for what is genuine and real. This is a heritage she
herself safeguarded in all phases of life. She would admonish
those who she felt needed it every once in a while:
“Don’t forget it’s all just borrowed, boys!”
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Inga and Martin Ulstein started Ulstein mek.
Verksted. When Martin passed away, Inga
managed the company. Inga and Martin are
grandparents to the current CEO and
deputy CEO of the Ulstein Group.

Inga Ulstein

Martin Ulstein

Inga Karoline Ingebrigtsdotter was born in 1897.
She was from Knivsflå, a mountain farm in the
Geiranger fjord.

Martin Laurits Peter Ulstein was born on 13th December 1893
as number five in a family of seven brothers and sisters. His years
growing up were very similar to most country boys from this part
of the Norwegian coastline at the end of the 1800s and early
1900s: After elementary school and confirmation it was time to
head to sea as a fisherman.

In the spring of 1917 she married Martin Ulstein in
Borgund Church, Ålesund. They moved into their own
house in Ulsteinvik in 1928, where they lived ever since.
Inga Ulstein was by no means just the boss´s wife.
She ran Ulstein mek. Verksted for a period of time
when she became the company’s manager after
Martin’s sudden death, and she was the chairman of
the board of Ulstein mek. Verksted for many years.
Her strong involvement in the company would last
throughout her lifetime. She had a pleasant and caring
disposition, but she also possessed great authority and
dignity at the same time. She was also a very strongwilled woman, and if it was not for this she would
probably never have managed to carry on
Martin’s work.
Inga Ulstein died on 27th July 1979,
the year she would have turned 82.

It soon became evident that Martin had a great interest and zeal
for mechanics. He was not content to just let mechanics be an
extra activity besides fishing. So he left for Ålesund, where he
obtained versatile and practical training in mechanics.
Over time Martin Ulstein became a well-known figure in
Ulsteinvik. He was what you could call an easy person – easy
to get to know and easy to make decisions with. He was full of
jokes and good at telling a fitting story. He was only 23 years old
when he took the initiative to start the company that would bear
such fresh fruit in the years to come.
The company he started in 1917 was much more than a
livelihood for him. The company was a way of life. Nevertheless,
he still managed to get involved in municipal politics and other
social tasks. He was, for example, the Municipality of Ulstein’s
Liberal Party mayor.
Inga and Martin had six children, three boys and three girls:
Dagny, Inger, Magnulf, Kolbein, Idar and Ragnhild.
Martin Ulstein died suddenly in the summer of 1948 on
his way home from the County Council in Molde.
He died just half a year shy of 55.
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Kolbein Ulstein

Magnulf Ulstein

Ole Lars Ulstein

In June 1980 shipyard manager Magnulf Ulstein and finance manager
Andor Moldskred were awarded the Phoenicia prize by Malta
president Anton Buttigieg. The award was given to companies who
had international success. From left are Andor and Solveig Moldskred,
Magnulf and Aagot Ulstein.

Ole Lars Ulstein was site manager at Ulstein Propeller for 20 years.

Kolbein Ole Ulstein was born 21st May 1928 as the second oldest son
of Inga and Martin.
Kolbein was one of those who began his career on the “floor”. He then
advanced to machine and pipe foreman and subsequently operations
manager at Ulstein mek. Verksted, before taking over the position of
personnel manager in 1969. It was Kolbein who took the initiative and
forced through the construction of the patent slip in the early 1960s
despite reservations from several quarters. With this slip Ulstein mek.
Verksted became much more competitive than before, and it was now
on par with other shipyards of similar size.
Kolbein Ulstein was the one who took the initiative to establish a
museum team at the shipyard. This resulted subsequently in a separate
company museum. Kolbein Ulstein died in 1995.

Kolbein Ulstein was human relations manager in Ulstein.

Magnulf Inge Ulstein was the oldest of Inga and Martin’s
three sons. He was born on 14th July 1924. When his father
died, Magnulf was just completing his engineering degree in
Gothenburg. When he finished school in Sweden he came home
to Ulsteinvik to take over the management of the company,
just 25 years old.
The task entrusted to him was no light load to bear. Albeit, the
company was by no means as large as it would be in a few years
time, but it was growing steadily and demands were placed on
the manager.

Ole Lars Ulstein was born on 15th February 1930, the son of
Osvald Ulstein, Martin’s brother, and his wife Gustava from the
nearby island Godøya.
When he was 35 years old he was asked to take over as the
general manager of the newly started Ulstein Propeller. In this
position he experienced the establishment and growth of
this division.
Ole Lars has been described as insightful, technically capable,
considerate and reliable, a man with great commitment to both
the company and his community.
Today he is retired.

Magnulf Ulstein died on 7th July 1989.
Ulstein’s staff in 1948 standing in front of Ulstein mek. First row from left: Olav Welde, Ole Eksund, Per Andersen, Magnulf Ulstein, Osvald Ulstein,
Karl Johan Hauge, Gudmund Sundgot and Kolbein Ulstein. Second row from left: Martin Skogstrand (sitting), Arnfinn Dimmen and Asbjørn Osnes (sitting).
Third row from left: Arnold Bø, Herman Nesset, Johs Rafteseth, Pål Garshol, Artur Eltvik, Vebjørn Garshol, Gottfred Monsen, Harald Moldskred, Olav Svensen and
Nils N. Osnes. Fourth row from left: Kjartan Klungsøyr, Per N. Ulstein and Morken (uncertain of first name). Fifth row from left: Gudmund Wigg, Lidvard Røren,
Peter Hasund, Ole Lars Ulstein, Lorentz Tollefsen, Harald Strandabø, Kjell Ertresvåg, Arne Ertresvåg, Idar Ulstein (wearing knit jacket), Hans Håvoll, Knut Gjerdsbakk,
Einar Hasund, Kolbjørn Hasund and Anders Voldnes.
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Idar Ulstein
Idar Lars Ulstein was born 2nd April 1934 and has a shipbuilding degree from the Norwegian Institute of Technology
(NTNU) in Trondheim. He joined the company in full force
after completing his education in 1962, and it’s no exaggeration
to say that he was wholeheartedly involved in his tasks as
company manager until retiring as the CEO in 1997.
He then became board chairman of the group.
It would be correct to credit Idar Ulstein for much of the
strength that the Ulstein Group achieved over time. As the
CEO he was an infectious innovator and an administrator
with a firm grip. He had to make decisions, both popular and
unpopular ones, and he did so in a clear and well-founded
manner. As longstanding shop steward Anders Hatløy once put
it: “It hasn’t always been nice to get a no when you wanted a
yes. However, the answers we were given were clear, and we
knew what we had to deal with.”
“Farmand”, a well-known, widely distributed and respected
business oriented publication awarded a leadership prize for
many years. Idar was awarded this prize in 1984, with the
following justification: “Throughout his longstanding
contribution as a business and regional developer he has been a
pioneer of importance beyond the district and industry in which
he works.” Ten years later, in 1994, Idar was bestowed an even
greater honour when he was made a Knight of the Order of
St. Olav, first class, for his “service to Norwegian industry”.

Today Idar Ulstein is
chairman of the board of
the Ulstein Group.

In December 1994 Idar Ulstein
was made a Knight of the Order
of St. Olav, first class. County
Governor Kjeld Brecke, left,
handed over the prize. Idar’s wife,
Marit Krohn Ulstein, is seen in the
middle of the picture.

Idar Ulstein, director Ola Skjåk
Bræk from Sunnmøre Kredittbank
and John Kleven from Kleven
Verft. Skjåk Bræk played an
important part in the Ulstein/
Hatløy merger. He was engaged in
the development of industry
in the region.

“If you have both
legs on the ground,
you are standing
still.” This is a copy
of a page from
a 1994 finance
magazine.

Idar Ulstein is an exceptional industrialist with a vigil eye on
the future. He is well aware that there are many competitors in
the market and that this market is international. Only the best
can succeed.
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UT 722 Far Fosna next
to the Draugen platform
in the North Sea, 1994.

UT 745 Maersk Fetcher delivered
by Ulstein Verft in 1995.

Crew working on the deck of the Bourbon Orca, spring 2007.

A strong position
In 1993 Molde Verft did not have any orders and all the
employees were laid off. The shipyard’s saviour was to be the
building of container cranes based on manufacturing under
licence from Munck in Bergen. Eight cranes were destined for
the shipping company Westfall Larsen’s four ships being built
in Korea. The order was priced too low and resulted in a major
loss of almost NOK 160 million. At that time Molde Verft was a
division of Ulstein Verft and it had to be refinanced in the order
of NOK 70 million by the group therefore to avoid bankruptcy.
This was not a pleasant experience, but the group was robust
enough to handle it.
The group expanded throughout the 1990s. One of the most
important things that happened during this period was the
acquisition of a large company in the US: Bird Johnson, owned
by the Axel Johnson Group in Stockholm.
They had previously been agents for Kamewa, the largest
propeller manufacturer in the world at one time. They had
large foundries in Pascagoula, Louisiana, not far from New
Orleans. They also had propeller factories up on the east coast
of the US in the state of Maine. They delivered propellers to
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aircraft carriers and submarines in the American Navy.
After the acquisition of Bird Johnson, the Ulstein Group became
one of the three largest propeller manufacturers in the world.
The two other manufacturers were Kamewa, owned by Vickers
Plc in London, and Lips in the Netherlands.
The strategy to become a leading international supplier of
maritime technology had succeeded. In 1998 the group
developed ship designs, built ships, designed and manufactured
maritime equipment and related products. An international
network of sales and service offices was established at the same
time to provide service to customers all over the world.
People in the region of Sunnmøre, and in the rest of Norway
for that matter, didn’t quite understand how big Ulstein had
become with all the acquisitions and internationalisation.
This comparison was based mostly on what had happened with
the actual ship building activity at home in Ulsteinvik. The fact
that the Ulstein Group was located outside of this village was
something that few people actually realised.

C re a ti v e e n th u s i a s m for 90 years
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Stock
exchange listing
In the early 1990s one started to discuss what would be the
right thing to do now that the third generation had arrived on
the scene and wanted to have a say in the future of the group.
This generation consisted of a large flock of 24 cousins. So it
would not be very likely that they all had the same vision of how
the group should develop.
To avoid any future conflicts, two to three methods were
proposed. One of the proposals was to list the company on the
stock exchange so that any value created could be capitalised
and thereby allow each individual to control his/her own share.
What would be achieved by a stock exchange listing would be a
greater focus on business and less consideration to kinship.
In this way one could dispense with the personal, family-related
issues in the group. In addition it would also be a way of raising
more capital.

In 1998 Vickers acquired the entire Ulstein Group, with the exception of the shipbuilding division. From the left are Vickers finance director
Andrew L. John, Vickers Ulstein Marine Systems chief executive Morten Ulstein, Vickers president Paul Buysse and chairman of the board Idar Ulstein.
Buysse called the merger a “marriage in heaven”.
The passenger vessel MS Polarlys was delivered by Ulstein Verft in 1996.
The naming ceremony for the Polarlys took place together with the
MS Nordkapp (the Kleven Verft–delivered ship in the back of the picture).

Just after the stock exchange listing, Ulstein contacted the
British industrial company Vickers to determine whether there
was any interest in cooperation between Ulstein Propeller and
Kamewa. Vickers was the owner of the propeller manufacturer
Kamewa at the time.

After long, and often complex, discussions back and forth in
1992/1993, it was decided that the Ulstein Group would be
listed on the stock exchange. An important decision had thus
been made, and the course was set.

Negotiations were initiated, and these negotiations resulted
in people from the companies involved having quite a bit to
do with each other. For example, people from Vickers came to
Ulsteinvik, and both Ulstein Propeller and the rest of the Ulstein
Group were then introduced to them in the best possible way.

But there was a long way to go. The Ulstein Group was not
listed on the stock exchange until October 1997. The company
was priced at NOK 1.05 billion at the time.

A great number of people attended the March 23rd, 1996 double
naming ceremony.
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Vi c k e r s a c q u i r e s U l s t e i n

What the Vickers` representatives saw and heard then must have
obviously captured their interest. After a while they declared that

Vickers would not settle for cooperation, they wanted to make
an acquisition. Not only did they want to buy Ulstein Propeller,
they wanted to buy the entire Ulstein Group!
And that is what happened. There were of course many
extensive negotiations with Vickers, with chairman of the board
Idar Ulstein leading the negotiations on behalf of the Ulstein
Group, before the sale was in order and the price agreed on.
The final agreement was made at Gardermoen, and the price
ended up at NOK 3.9 billion, which must be said to be a very
good result. It was twice the highest price that Ulstein had
achieved on the stock market. The CEO of Vickers plc,
Paul Buysse, described the acquisition as a
“Marriage in heaven”.
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Rough weather and tight delivery schedules made
for anxiousness amongst the staff as they waited
for the new dock hall to be built. From the left
are Aase Dimmen, foreman Svein Birkelid, Jarde
Rønning Torgersen and Jan Magne Hoddevik.

F r o m Vi c k e r s
to Rolls-Royce
Two to three months after the Ulstein Group was sold to
Vickers, the following happened: All of Vickers, including the
Ulstein Group, was sold to Rolls-Royce!
This was perhaps somewhat of a surprise to many of those
who were involved in the negotiations between Vickers and
Ulstein. What Vickers did or did not do was of course nothing
other than what Vickers could itself control.
Anyway, Rolls-Royce now owns and operates Ulstein Propeller
and the other companies in Norway and abroad that belonged
to Ulstein before its sale to Vickers. It is very interesting and
gratifying to see that things are going so well for Rolls-Royce.

A picture taken in 1999. From left Western Neptune, yard number 242,
Normand Atlantic, yard number 240, and Western Trident, yard
number 241.
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Welder Jorunn Hatløy, Eldbjørg Wigg and Solveig Erikstad in
pleasant conversation.

Normand Pioneer, yard number
236, was one of the last vessels
built at the slipway at Ulstein
Verft’s Ulstein department. After
Vickers came in, all shipbuilding
is carried out at what used to be
Ulstein Verft’s Hatlø department
at Osneset.

Seismic and research vessel
Western Trident. With its order
of eight vessels from Ulstein
during the decade, the American
shipowner Western Atlas Inc.
was an important customer
throughout the 1990s.
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The dock hall was finished right
before the end of 2001. Almost
three thousand visitors came to
see the grand opening of the
hall in January 2002.

The MF Skånevik car ferry was, in 2006, one of the first two vessels in
Norway to be protected by the Cultural Heritage Act. Håkon Langeland
and Odd Hatløy helped to build the ferry at Ulstein mek. Verksted in 1967.

Osneset employees at a meeting in the canteen in November 2004.
They have just been told that an ULSTEIN P105 is to be built for
Bourbon Offshore Norway.

Shipbuilding
Vickers did not want to keep the shipbuilding division, and this
is something that was regarded as a requirement in connection
with the acquisition. This division consisted of Ulstein Verft,
Ulstein Elektro, Ulstein Flextransport, Castor, several real estate
companies and a shipping company, Ulstein Shipping IV, which
owned a tug.
The shipbuilding division had to be bought back therefore,
and all the shareholders in Ulstein Holding ASA were given an
offer to purchase shares in Ulstein Mekaniske Verksted Holding
(UMVH), which was the new name of the shipbuilding division.
The company was valued at NOK 100 million. As a result of this
there are currently around 600 shareholders in the company.
What we can call the original family – Martin and Inga’s six
children and their children’s children hold 98.1% of the shares.
Most of the others have sold their interests in the company, and
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those who remain represent rather small holdings. UMVH has
become a family business once again.
Idar Ulstein set as a condition if he was to take care of the
shipbuilding division that he and his family must have full right
to manage the business. This meant, for example, that he would
have the right to appoint the CEO and other managers in the new
company. And one thing that he was sure of was that two of his
children, Gunvor and Tore, should be in the top management.
And this is what happened: Gunvor, who had been the sales
manager in Ulstein Bergen, became the managing director
and subsequently the CEO. Tore, who had worked as a project
manager with business development in Ulstein Consulting,
became the technical manager and deputy managing director
and subsequently deputy CEO.
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Ronny Bårslett, Adolf Espeseth and
Olav Hansen from the ship installation
department in Ulstein Elektro on their
way into the new dock hall.

Heavy burdens
The plans that were presented by management before the sale
to Vickers called for an increase in the workforce from just under
1000 to around 1300 in the shipbuilding division. There was also
talk of expanding the dock and building a large steel facility at
a cost of NOK 250 million. The idea was that container ships,
tankers and similar vessels could be built from scratch then.
Some of the owners – spearheaded by Idar Ulstein – did not
agree with this. The way the situation was at that time, they felt
it would be better to downsize. The shipyard would not be able
to compete with shipyards in countries with lower costs for the
construction of large steel vessels. The shipyard had to specialise
in building smaller vessels that were technically very advanced.
We have now come to the year 1999. UMVH had a relatively
well filled order book, orders that the shipyard even made
money on. The problem for the shipping industry at that time,
however, was the fact that the government had decided to stop
subsidising the industry in Norway by the end of 2000, in line
with the rest of Europe.
In 2000 there was a massive contracting boom, since many
shipowners wanted to contract vessels before the subsidies
were eliminated as of 31st December 2000.
What happened, however, was nothing else than
overcontracting in the industry. For UMVH this entailed a
complete cessation of contracting from the start of 2001.
The orders the shipyard had received before the cessation of contracting were filled over time by the end of 2003. This meant that
there was no escaping a significant downsizing of the shipyard.
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The new administration building at Ulstein’s Hatlø department was
ready in 1997. Today this is the head office for the Ulstein Group and
the administration building for Ulstein Verft.

Already in 1999 the board had decided to reduce the workforce
from around 900 to around 600, to begin with, based on a
proposal from the management. In 2003 the workforce had to
be reduced further, almost 300 employees had to go.
This was no laughing matter. Making people unemployed is one
of the worst things you can do. The board and management
felt, however, that this was inevitable if the business was to
have a chance to survive at all. The two of them – Gunvor and
Tore – took charge, and they managed, with all their strength
and courage, to solve these tasks in a proper and
decent manner.
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The first Ulstein Design vessel,
the Olympic Hercules of
ULSTEIN A101 type,
was named the same day as
the dock hall was opened
in January 2002.

The new Ulstein Group
The situation was critical in both 1999 and 2003. So critical in
fact that it was more than just a thought, it was also expressed
openly, that closing the shipyard could be a real alternative in
the near future.
Luckily they managed to rid themselves of such pessimistic
thoughts. They could of course continue to build ships in
some form or other.
THE DOCK HALL

They would have to concentrate first and foremost on
increasing productivity. To get started with this it was
imperative that they expand the dock and build a dock hall.
Not long ago, approximately NOK 80 million had been
invested to expand the dock. Now that they were to expand
the dock again and also build a new dock hall, it would mean
a new investment of NOK 180 million. This meant that the
total investment would amount to NOK 260 million.

From left: Managing director for the Ulstein Group’s China offices
Vidar Eikrem, together with a visitor and Zhang Guo Ping and Terje
Våge from Ulstein at the Marintec exhibition in Shanghai in 2003.

This was an enormous risk to take. But this was an either/or
situation: If the investment was not made, the company
would be phased out relatively quickly, but if the plans were
implemented the company could compete for at least another
ten years.
The inauguration of the dock hall took place in January 2002.
Ansgar Gabrielsen, the Minister of Trade and Industry, was
present and added prestige to the opening. There were 3000
persons present at the opening festivities.
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Ulstein started cooperation with a Chinese shipyard in 2003.
After a few years, this relationship ended and instead a service office
was established in Shanghai. In 2007 Ulstein established an
electro systems and components production company in Ningbo.
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Platform supply vessel
Island Pioneer, yard number
272, was delivered to
Island Offshore in 2006.

ULSTEIN AX104 is a new and exciting ship design from the
new Ulstein Group.

Frode Sollid, Øyvind Gjerde Kamsvåg and Bjørnar Hatløy from
Ulstein Design discussing tank test results of a new prototype in the
design portfolio.

The dock and the dock hall have strengthened the
competitiveness of the Ulstein Group. The working environment
is completely different now. There are not many shipyards that
are capable of building vessels that are 32 metres wide. It is only
Ulstein, Aker Florø and Aker Langsten in Tomrefjorden, in the sea
mind you, for Langsten at least.

have established a basis for long-term investments in the group’s
development through shipping.

In the last half of 2004 the market started to pick up again.
A COMPLETE COMPAN Y

One of the major differences between Ulstein and most of its
competitors is that Ulstein is engaged in the design, construction
and production of ships, development of electrical and control
systems, and shipping. This provides broad technical expertise
and the ability to integrate systems so that the needs of the
shipowners can be met in a satisfactory manner.
To participate in the financing of vessels together with their
customers is a clearly defined strategy of the Ulstein Group. This
strategy has been defined to bring new designs and products to
the market. The group has received considerable revenues that
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A conspicuous characteristic of the Norwegian shipbuilding
industry over the last 15-20 years is the fact that the construction
of steel hulls has been moved abroad, especially to Poland and
Romania. The construction of steel modules at Ulstein’s division
at Vanylven, Norway, has declined greatly as a result of this.
Despite of this, they are still operating in Vanylven, primarily
concentrating on superstructures, which makes it possible to start
the outfitting and finishing of vessels early at the yard in Ulsteinvik.
In 1999 it was decided that the Ulstein Group should develop its
own design division. This sounds like a plain and simple plan, but
there were certain problems associated with Vickers.
Vickers had been smart enough to protect themselves by strictly
limiting the Ulstein Group’s use of ship designs. Ulstein would be
allowed to develop ship designs, but not allowed to sell them.
Vickers could in this way prevent any competition between them
and the other shipbuilders and equipment manufacturers.
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This was an arrangement that would last for five years. The
Ulstein Group spent a lot of energy during this time on strengthening this division. In 2002 Ulstein Design was spun off into a
separate company. They increased their knowledge and expertise
and developed new types of ships and building methods during
these five years. Ulstein Design became the new brand name.
This five-year time limit expired in February 2004. The creation of
Ulstein Design has proved to be a profitable investment.
They have for example implemented a modular system for
designing, outfitting and building ships. This means that they
divide the ship into modules. Examples of modules are engine
rooms or accommodation modules. In this connection it is
important that these modules can be developed in different
variants that provide greater flexibility – the design repertoire
is greater and a module can also be used across the different
sizes and types of ships. In this way the company can save time,
increase quality and thereby increase their competitiveness.
REV OLU T IONARY S HIP DESIGNS

The latest development of bows on new ships – the ones that

Module-based design is about reusing knowledge and solutions.
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are rounded – is a result of the group´s investment in design.
Ships with an ULSTEIN X-BOW® are ships that have attracted a
lot of attention in Norway and abroad, both in the offshore and
conventional shipping sectors.

The anchor handling vessel
Bourbon Orca of ULSTEIN AX104
design was the first vessel with
ULSTEIN X-BOW®, and was
delivered in the summer
of 2006. Vessels with
ULSTEIN X-BOW® have
achieved great interest
and attention throughout the world.

With the new bow one seeks to reduce the force of the
oncoming water: A conventional bow throws the water
upwards and forwards, especially during high seas. This results
in increased energy consumption and slamming (pounding and
hammering by the sea), resulting in vibrations throughout the
vessel. The new bow shape slices through the waves in such
a way that it eliminates slamming and the fuel consumption
is reduced as a result of this. This gives the vessel an added
environmental benefit. It also improves the working environment
on board since there is a significant reduction in vibrations,
noise, movements and the associated acceleration.
In addition to the design activity in Norway, the Ulstein Group
has also established a design company in Turkey, Ulstein Es-Cad.
The company is to be a sales office for design and package
solutions to shipyards in the region, including the merchant
sector (especially short sea shipping).

The Island Constructor of ULSTEIN SX121 type is the first vessel in
the ULSTEIN S-series of specialised vessels. It is an advanced offshore
construction vessel and will be delivered in 2008.
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Captain Ronny Iversen
from Bourbon Offshore
Norway in a virtual
world surrounded by
ULSTEIN IAS™.
INTE G RATED S OL U TION S

Another company that had been “held back” from the sale to
Vickers was Ulstein Elektro, a company that joined the Ulstein
Group in the 1980s and was part of the shipbuilding division.

Eivind Gjerde has worked in
Ulstein Elektro for almost 30
years, while Anette Hansen
recently joined the company.

Ulstein Elektro has also performed well. The automation
company Nordvest Consult was acquired in 2003 to strengthen
the group on the automation side. The company has received
a large number of orders, from Brazil for example, and in 2006
Ulstein Belga Marine in Rio de Janeiro was established. In 2007
a third of the employees in the Ulstein Group worked in Ulstein
Elektro. In the beginning onshore and ship installations were
among Ulstein Elektro’s most important lines of work. Today the
company develops maritime and industrial solutions in the field
of electronics, automation and power control for customers all
over the world. High technology is part of the Ulstein Group’s
daily operations, and in the years to come this will become
even more prominent. ULSTEIN COM™ and ULSTEIN IAS™ are
examples of products that have been developed by the electrical
and automation environment in the group.
INTERNATIONAL G ROW TH

The philosophy behind this is simple, but demanding: The
Norwegian maritime industry operates in an international market.
Ships can be built anywhere, in China as well as in Norway. Prices
are set on an international basis. If you are not competitive you
won’t get any orders. It’s not like in sports, where there are gold,
silver and bronze medals. In the maritime industry it’s a gold
medal or nothing. There is only one winner!

Project engineers Tom Giske and Johannes Bø in Ulstein Elektro have
worked a great deal with the control and monitoring system for the
major Eiksund road connection.

The former Ulstein Group established far-reaching and strong
international branches over the years. The new Ulstein Group has
also come far in its internationalisation with its new establishments in China, Turkey, Slovakia and Poland, and it has established
a separate company, Ulstein International. A strategic focus is to
become a key supplier of integrated maritime solutions.
The Ulstein Group has invested a lot of work in China over the
past four-five years. A branch office has been established in
Shanghai, where the sale of ship designs and package solutions
to shipyards in China are at the top of the agenda, and a
production unit has also been established in Ningbo. Another
area doing well is the cooperation with Maritim Ltd. in Poland,
where steel hulls are built for the Ulstein Group.
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After years of development work Geir Haddal and Trond Liavaag from
Ulstein Elektro introduced ULSTEIN IAS™ in the autumn of 2006.
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Deputy CEO Tore Ulstein and
CEO Gunvor Ulstein have
complementary qualities.

On the way………
Other branches in the Ulstein family have also established
businesses in the maritime industry. Morten and Håvard Ulstein
are Inger and Henry’s sons, and thus grandsons of Inga and
Martin. In 2000 they established Island Offshore. It has grown to
become a large ship-owning company, where Inga and Martin’s
other grandchildren are investors: Stig Ulstein, Einar Kristensen
and the Ragnhild Ulstein Loen family. In addition, several of them
have invested in other mechanical industries.
This is how the second generation has continued their heritage.
What about the next generation, the critical third generation?
Gunvor and Tore, daughter and son of Marit and Idar, started
in the shipbuilding industry in UMVH. Gunvor took over as the
managing director and subsequently as the CEO, and Tore took
over as the deputy managing director and subsequently as the
deputy CEO. Gunvor has an advanced business administration
degree. Tore has an advanced engineering degree and a
doctorate in hydrodynamics.

Olympic has two ULSTEIN A122 vessels on order. They are scheduled
to be delivered during the course of 2009.
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“The Ulstein Group is still primarily a family business,” says
Gunvor Ulstein. “Family businesses can respond more easily and
exploit the opportunities that present themselves much faster
than large, massive companies. There is always the attitude that
we must try to do our best to hand over the business to the next
generation in better shape than when we ourselves took over,” in
other words, Inga’s words are still with us. “It’s all just borrowed”.
“We have made some major investments,” she stresses. “We
have moved the production inside to the dock hall, for example.
This means that we can build ships in all kinds of weather. We
have also invested greatly in product development and innovation.”
“The maritime cluster in Sunnmøre is one of the most important
in the world. Through cooperation across the group and with
other companies we can develop and win in international
competition. We can, however, never compete based on price,
unless we move work intensive tasks, such as steel production,
to low-cost countries. Idar’s philosophy still applies: We
cooperate when we can and we compete when we have to”.

Eidesvik’s ULSTEIN SX121 type vessel will be delivered in 2008.
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Ulstein Es-Cad in Turkey designs
vessels for short-sea shipping.
This container vessel with
ULSTEIN X-BOW® is
being developed together
with Ulstein Design
in Norway.

”Without this cooperation we would not have received contracts
that employ the Norwegian capacity. It is very important that
UMVH concentrate on the part of the maritime industry that
requires advanced technology and can therefore tolerate a
higher cost level.”
“We are on our way, on our way to grow again,” says Gunvor
Ulstein. “We are, however, very small in the global market.”
”If we are to compete, we must improve our efficiency in all
areas, make use of new work methods and grow
internationally,” is what Tore feels.
”UMVH’s strategy has been to be on the offence when it comes
to the development of new products – an activity that carries risk
and involves high costs. In addition, it encompasses more than
our own needs.”

During the autumn of 2006 some of Ulstein Slovakia’s employees
gathered in front of their newly opened office in Komarno. From left:
Gabriel Nyitray, Ladislav Morvay, managing director Roland Matusek,
Robert Gelle, Ladislav Jakab and Alexander Kustyan.

“We shall grow organically and invest internationally through the
acquisition of other companies. Up until now we have established
activities in Brazil, Slovakia, Poland, Turkey and China. Expansion
is the only way to survive,” concludes Tore and Gunvor.

Ulstein began activity in
Poland in 2002, and in 2004
Ulstein Poland was established
as a company. From left are
Ulstein Poland coordinator
Kasia Romantowska and
managing director
Anders Sundgot.
2006 photo of Ulstein Belga Marine employees. From left: Service
manager André Britto, technician Carlos Wellington de Melo,
Luiz Guilherme Monteiro do Nascimento, Alex Cabral de Azevedo,
Eduardo da Costa e Silva and Sérgio Franco Gomes.
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A historical moment is captured
in the summer of 2007:
“Ship of the Year 2007”
Normand Seven (right) meets
“Ship of the Year 2006”
Bourbon Orca.

According to deputy CEO Tore Ulstein, “Internationalisation and
growth will strengthen our business.”

Gunvor Ulstein was awarded “Businesswoman of the year” in 2006 by
Veuve Clicquot. Ulstein is seen here together with jury chairman and
former Norwegian Trade and Shipping Minister Kaci Kullmann Five.

Many were sceptical when the younger generation took over
the management after Idar. Idar had been a strong, visionary
and prominent leader. Under his leadership the company had
established itself all over the world and had several thousand
employees. It wasn’t easy to take over after the Vickers
acquisition. The shipbuilding market was very uncertain. In
1999/2000 it was uncertain whether shipbuilding was at all
viable in Norway, especially since the government subsidies were
to be eliminated. In addition, there were restrictions on the sale
of own designs from the new Ulstein Group. After that the
shipbuilding market apparently disappeared completely in
2003-2004. What a start!

associates. Both employees and employee representatives
buckled down and did their best for the group. Over time the
management and leadership structure has taken shape, and
the Ulstein Group has positioned itself for greater international
investment. CEO Gunvor Ulstein was named “Business Woman
of the Year” in 2006 by the Veuve Clicquot Champagne House.

Even though Gunvor and Tore were young, they had a strong
academic background and experience from the industry as
a foundation for the work they had to carry out, and they
had a good advisor in their father. They laid strategies for the
shipyard and the new group together with the board and close
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Tore and Gunvor have proven to be a good team, and they have
cooperated closely from the very beginning. They clearly have
different qualities, but complement each other extremely well.
Up until now Tore has been a driving force behind innovation
and creativity, especially through the development of Ulstein
designs, such as the ULSTEIN X-BOW®. Gunvor on the other
hand has focused on capitalisation, earnings and organisational
development. Together with the others “on the team” they are
building up the group step by step.
The third Ulstein generation is well on its way now!
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Olympic Hercules of ULSTEIN A101
design, delivered 2002

Far Symphony ULSTEIN P105 design,
delivered 2003

Normand Aurora ULSTEIN P106
design, delivered 2005

Island Pioneer ULSTEIN P101 design,
delivered 2006

Bourbon Orca ULSTEIN AX104
design, “Ship of the Year” 2006

Normand Seven,
“Ship of the Year” 2007

ULSTEIN SX121 for Marine Subsea,
delivery 2009

ULSTEIN SX124 for Eastern Echo,
deliveries 2008–2009

Milestones
New milestones have been reached over the last 15 years,
new, important events in the history of the group.
The change that left its greatest mark was when the
Ulstein Group was listed on the stock exchange in 1997.
Most of the Ulstein Group was subsequently acquired by
Vickers in 1999. The newly established Ulstein Group that
same year was the start of the group we see today.

In vestmen ts

• Opening of the dock hall – January 2002

• Ulstein Verft’s branch office in Poland converted to
the independent company Ulstein Poland – 2004

• Allowed to sell ship designs outside Ulstein´s own shipyard
– 4th February 2004

• Cooperation between Ulstein and Norsk Stål in connection
with the company BEAS – 2000 – shut down in 2004

• Establishment of the representative office
Ulstein China, Shanghai – 2005

• Solida 17th November 2000 – sold in May 2006

• Establishment of Ulstein Belga Marine – 1st February 2006

• Normand Aurora, an ULSTEIN P105, first ship with an
Ulstein design built at external yard, Dutch shipyard Merwede
– completed on 16th September 2005

• Solstad Cable Ships – 2000

• Establishment of Ulstein Es-Cad – 2006

• ULSTEIN X-BOW® launched – 4th April 2005

• A number of other ship investment companies

• Establishment of Ulstein Slovakia – 2006

• ULSTEIN X-BOW® awarded the
Engineering Feat of the Year award – 2005

C o m pa n y c h a n g e s and ne w startup s

• Ulstein is listed on the stock exchange – 1997
• Vickers buys the Ulstein Group with the exception
of the shipbuilding division – 1999
• Establishment of Ulstein Mekaniske Verksted Holding ASA
(the new Ulstein Group) – 1999
• Ulstein Flextransport wound up – 31st December 2001
• Castor shut down – 26th April 2002
• Establishment of Ulstein Design AS – 26th April 2002

U lstein a cquires oth er compa n ies

• Ulstein acquires Bird Johnson Co. Inc, USA – 1998
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• Establishment of the production company
Ulstein China, Ningbo – 2007

• Ulstein acquires the automation company
Nordvest Consult – 2002

Oth er

• Ulstein acquires Belga Marine, Brazil – 2005

• Ulstein started with its own designs, “Ulstein designs” – 2000

• Ulstein acquires ES-CAD, Turkey – 2006

• The first ULSTEIN COM™ delivered in 2001
yard number 257, Normand Cutter

U lstein a broa d

• Establishment of UMVH (UK) – 2001
• Establishment of the joint venture company
Ulstein Yangzijiang 2003 – dissolved in 2005
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• Establishment of Ulstein International – 2007

• The first ship with an Ulstein design, the Olympic Hercules, an
ULSTEIN A101 for Olympic Shipping, was delivered – January
2002. This was the first ship that was built in the new dock hall,
and it was named on the same day that the hall was opened

• First ship with an ULSTEIN X-BOW®, the Bourbon Orca,
an ULSTEIN AX104, delivered to Bourbon Offshore Norway
– 28th June 2006. A model of the ship is currently exhibited
as part of the permanent collection at the Science Museum
in London
• Ship of the Year for 2006 – the Bourbon Orca
• The integrated automation system ULSTEIN IAS™ launched
after several years of development work – August 2006
• Ulstein Elektro and Ulstein Design moved into new facilities at
Osneset – 2006 and 2007
• Ship of the Year for 2007 – the Normand Seven

C re a ti v e e n th u s i a s m for 90 years
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EPILO G U E :

Where did
the money go?

Ulsteinvik seen from
the air, May 2006.

A lot of money was generated from the sale to Vickers.
Much more than is needed for the people in the surrounding
villages and towns to start wondering about where all the
money went. What was the money spent on?
This was private money, and those who received it could of
course do whatever they wanted with it. Strangely enough,
when there is talk of billions of kroner, one must accept
that it will not go unnoticed.
Sure, people probably noticed that some of the money went
to buying nice cars. Far more important, however, is the fact
that besides the few percentage that was used for private
consumption, most of the money was invested in charitable
causes. The money was invested back into the local community
and businesses, and it will therefore benefit the
entire community.
Large investments and developments have taken place in
Ulsteinvik. This is most evident along the coastline.
It is money from the sale of the Ulstein Group that has laid
the foundation to a large extent for what is happening in
Ulsteinvik now.
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